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DEI
innovations in chemical detection

Reactor Thermionic Ionization Analysis (RTIA)
selective TID/NPD transducer screening of vapors evolved from
THERMAL DESORPTION/OXIDATION
of nonvolatile liquid residues or solid sample constituents
Background: Thermal desorption continues to be an
increasingly popular means of preparing real world samples
for subsequent analysis by gas chromatography. Among
the many different types of GC detectors, TID and NPO
detectors have the distinctive characteristic that they can
provide chemical species selectivity using Air as the
primary detector gas. Consequently, these detectors are
well suited to non-GC chemical screening applications
where the gas environment is simply ambient Air drawn
through a TID/NPO transducer by a sampling pump. In an
RTIA configuration , such a transducer is preceded by a
heated reactor chamber into which are inserted solid
samples packed into a glass tube or liquid sample residues
on a ceramic rod. The TID or NPO transducer provides
selective responses to vapors evolved from thermal
desorption and/or oxidation of the samples. At low reactor
temperatures, thermal desorption usually accounts for most
detected signals, while at high temperatures oxidative
sample decomposition products often provide large signals.
Good examples of the oxidative detect ion processes are
large T10-1 signals from oxidation of sugars and proteins .
For T10-1 and T10-3 thermionic detection , only Air is
required as the operating gas, while for NPO a small flow of
Hydrogen has to also be introduced into the incoming Air.
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Examples: RTIAlTID-1 Analyses
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RTIAlNPD - various pesticide sensitivities
chlorpyrifos
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TID-1 detects residue of lower
volatility than the NPD
residue detection
256 pA full scale

rod removed from reactor

RTIAlNPD detects Nand P pesticide residues, but not
Endosulfan which contains lots of CI and no N or P.

RTIA· NPD (TID-2 ion source)
non-volatile cigarette smoke residue

sample - 1 minute exposure of ceramic rod to
smoke, rod then inserted into 275deg C reactor
rod 1

rod 2

RTIAlNPD & RTIAlTID-1 detection of an Apple's Wax
coating. Sharp rise and fall of NPD signal corresponded
to a more volatile component than the slower oxidizing
components detected by TID·1 (TID·1 signal likely due
to CH2 groups in the wax compounds - NPD signal??)

RTIAfTID-1 - Detection of TNT Residue
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RTIAlNPD detection of "Third Hand Smoke" 
non-volatile residue deposited on surfaces exposed to
Second Hand Smoke.
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RTIAlTID-1 detection of a TNT trace residue on a finger.

